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T

he political tide in Europe seems to be changing. The recent elections
in France and the Netherlands encourage social democrats to think
that the worst is over. Centre-left is re-emerging to govern.
The irresistible relief precedes a wave of enthusiasm that is soon expected
to follow. While the rooms of the pre-EU Summit meetings of the progressive families
start to fill in again with Prime Ministers, their deputies and Ministers with respective
portfolios; the spin-doctors across the continent whisper a message of the change
happening herewith. It seems to be no longer somewhat pathetic to stick to social
democracy. It becomes politically trendy. Then, although it may be politically unpatriotic to ask, one can’t help but wonder: are we there yet, really?
Even though some of the results came as a surprise, the centre-left
has not wasted a moment in devising a convincing explanation. It is the consequent
message of change that has convinced people to lend their trust and invest their
hopes in social democrats again. Social democracy retrieved its spirit of raising
opposition against the unjust and per extension against the current, conservative-ruled
system. While discrediting the enemy, they upheld to a strategy: no visionary promises,
we will just tell you how we are planning to govern. And herewith progressives indeed
1
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won a license to governmentally manage. Despite the fact that it is groundbreaking

a next social deal is in fact indispensible if the centre-left wants to win for real.

after the years of defeats and desperation, it seems to be only spring in autumn.
Formulating an integral pledge that would meet the challenges of
There are several reasons for this cautious optimism. This approach should

the 21

st

century is obviously a complicated task. The duty to remain faithful to

be seen however as a pragmatic assessment and not an attempt to spoil the festive

the traditional values, while at the same time to bringing in a new quality, may

spirit. Hope is obviously an essential ingredient for any political movement to become

sometimes appear to pull in opposite directions. The feeling of such a dichotomy

successful. And social democracy, as any other political party, has a drive to gain power.

materialised itself in the last grand ideological debate so far, which went down in the
history as the one surrounding the emergence of the Third Way. It left the movement

Nevertheless prudence originates from awareness that the challenges, which

divided concerning multiple, core matters. This time, it is not about echoing these

had been identified in the course of the debates on the renewal of social democracy,

discrepancies. It is also no longer about searching for a common general ideological

are more profound than just winning next elections. Even if centre-left’s objections
to conservative practices became synonymous with the ones that people have been

denominator, while cosily operating in the milieu of respective national states. It is the
pan-European progressive answers that are required.

raising on the streets of European cities, they are still the points of symbiosis only.
They have not grown yet to be really inter-linked and they have not inspired an

The reason is simple: in 2012 the European Union succeeded in penetrating

emergence of a mobilising cause. They are not sufficiently appealing to make

the domestic public sphere. Crisis required pan-European reactions in order to

people really unite behind them, desire a struggle and be prepared that they would

preserve the Community and rescue the states in need. This meant that the politicians

need to endure worse, before better is at place. The results of the elections show that

fighting the respective national elections needed to find answers that were not about

there is a synergy between what both the majority of citizens and social democracy

being for or against the European integration. The question at stake was for what

denounce. But it is not yet equal to an agreement on what sort of a new narrative

Europe and with what purpose. For social democrats, who are generally perceived

should replace the contemporary neo-liberal order.

as pro-Europeans, this development has presented an enormous opportunity. It can
be used and bring about a second wave of Europeanisation of social democracy, but

Therefore this pamphlet undertakes consciously a very hazardous task.

only if the centre-left manages to develop a politically distinctive, realistic idea on the

Remaining in the ambiance of delight connected with electoral performance of

future of Europe. It demands going beyond general communalities, which repeated

various sister parties, it dares to remind us about the broader, historical challenge.

in all the documents serve mostly in the fact as symbols of unity. Such tokens are

Social democracy still has to develop a new narrative and redefine its own mission for

important, but common constructive proposals will matter more.

the 21 century. Herewith this paper is challenging the views that nowadays people
st

do not need grand ideological visions and that honest governing manual is enough.

Expressing a hope that it is possible, this pamphlet is written from

There is no reason to believe that contemporary societies became so disenchanted

a perspective that assumes that social democracy has indeed the potential to

that they would not seek something more substantial than a framework for

win for real. It makes a point that the necessary ingredient for such a victory is a

existence; that they would not long for a dream that they could jointly pursue. On

vision of a tangible political alternative for Europe, which should become the next

the contrary, in the era of an overwhelming multilayered crisis, developing the idea of

social contract. What is standing in the way between now and truly reaching
3
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10 fundamental challenges:

the position to take a Chance to Shape Europe are ideological challenges it needs to
face. This paper examines closer those 10 of them, which seem most relevant at the
beginning of the new century.

1

How to explain good capitalism and make it prevail as a 		
backbone of economic integration?

2

How to bring sense to the European politics and europeanise
social democracy?

3

How to resuscitate European values and ensure that their 		
progressive interpretation is a mainstream?

4

How to make progress meaningful and put it at the heart of an
agenda for European prosperity?

5

How to frame the labour debate and put Europe back to 		
work?

6

How to legitimise the welfare state concept and empower the
European Social Model?

7

How to make social democracy, and Europe, projects for the
young generation?

8

How to politicise Europe and bring sense to European political
cooperation?

9

How to overcome the democratic crisis and enable citizens’		
ownership of the EU integration?

10 How to Win for Real?
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10

How to explain “good” capitalism and make it prevail as a
backbone of economic integration?

When crisis took its pick, countless progressives cherished a hope that this

would finally reveal the obscure, scurvy character of neo-liberalism. It was the first,
but exceedingly profound predicament and hence was expected to become the
turning point of the history. It should have made the political pendulum bounce
and lean left in favour of social democrats. This thinking brought a short term
comfort to the centre-left, however it was very soon clear that this sensation could
not be sustained. First of all, looking comprehensively at the history of Europe, there
was no reason to draw such a conclusion. There is no correlation that would stipulate
that social democrats gain strength in the times of economic crisis. Rather the
contrary. Secondly, social democratic parties found themselves vulnerable in the
crisis, exhausted after the years of governance and looking somewhat defensive.
Their largest liability was the fact that they seem to have lost understanding on both
capitalism and society. They seem unsure how to mediate between the two in order
to ensure progress and prosperity for all.
Being left out of touch meant also that the social democrats could hardly
get a grip of the subsequent developments. They have just recently agreed to accept
altogether capitalism with its shines and shades. Though the decision was gradual,
it seems that the acceptance was connected only with its previous stage. The
7
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contemporary, financial capitalism was not at all what the centre-left could have ever

neo-liberal ideology celebrate perhaps their greatest victory in liberating economy

been in favour of. And hence the problem appeared on how to show the difference

from primacy of politics, and deteriorating politics in a way that its claim to regain its

that among pro-capitalists it is the progressives, who favour capitalism’s specific

superiority is a weak call.
A view that politics can less nowadays has harmful effect both on participatory

constellation. In some discourses it has been named as good capitalism.

Lack of ability to underline such a dichotomy combined with the false hopes

democracy (why to vote, if it makes no difference) and on the way people approach

described before, this meant that social democrats simply did not have a story.

politics. Since these boundaries appeared, it stopped being about dreams and visions.

Having neglected political economy debates for as long as many of them did, they

It started being about concrete management planning and delivery, and herewith a

had no integral intellectual framework to convincingly explain on one hand why the

new, politically commoditised set of evaluation criteria of politics was established.

crisis happened, or on the other which way out to take. This is why also most of the

The additional, but correlating factors were: professionalisation of politics (which

correct answers they developed were quickly claimed and stripped from their political

transformed political engagement from a civic mission to an individual job) and

connotations. Example of that can be famous FTT (Financial Transaction Tax) that at

marketisation of politics (which moved the emphasis from proposal to appearance).

the moment is seen as the EU and hence apolitical proposal.

The fact that all major political parties gave into those trends, made them pay a high

In the light of that, the first challenge is about framing a progressive

price in losing not only in absolute numbers in the subsequent elections, but also

assessment of the crisis on a European scale and pave the way towards “good”

shrinking as parties (evolving in case of social democracy from a movement towards a

European capitalism, which will be a true European strategy and not sum of 27 of

central apparatus with members attached).

different national ones. The task is especially important, as the economic integration

The argument of international interdependence and hence limitations

is a historical backbone of the unification processes and without comprehensive

of the national sovereign level is especially frequently used in the context of the

diagnoses, it is impossible to put in place the ambitious agenda for modern growth

European Union. It had proven to be an ideal scapegoat for whatever wrong is

that is being advocated currently.

happening. The gravity of the situation at hand is that it is no longer a matter of postsummit PR exercised by the national leaders. Nowadays, Europe embodies in the eyes

2

of its citizens a sum of all misfortunes connected with crisis and subsequently applied

How to bring sense to the European politics and europeanise
social democracy?

austerity measures. It is therefore blamed by all equally, those who suffer the most
in the predicament, and those who need to contribute more to the Union because of
that.

One of the features of the debates on globalisation in the 1990s and 2000s

This observation leads to a conclusion that a historical challenge at hand

was a frequently repeated statement that globalisation limits politics. Indeed, growing

is about restoring a sense of politics that transcends onto the European level. For

interdependence of different processes meant that the nature decision making

social democracy this is a crucial question, as it will require revisiting the dilemma,

processes at national level have been altered. Regrettably so, it was not followed by

that all the parties belonging to the movement are internationalist by belief, and

a more profound reform of the international governance to bring into balance the

primarily anchored nationally in policy making. The decision on how far the parties

relation between politics and economy. Herewith global financial capitalism and the

want to work together on the EU level and what are the political criteria that they want
9
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to be evaluated on as far as their European activities are concerned - will translate

with the dismantling of the previous, post-war order. The crisis put under pressure

into eventual further political integration of the EU. The test is coming up very soon,

European welfare state (in its diverse forms), allowing further criticism concerning

as 2014 is the year when the European citizens will go altogether to a pan-European

its inadequacy and non-affordability. What made things however worse, are the

vote since the crisis. To win that referendum on what Europe, social democracy should

austerity measures that effectuate substantial cuts in the sphere of public services

be better prepared – not only with an agreement on what they commonly disagree

provision. This means that the “rights” part of the citizen’s-state equation got severely

upon, but also what they will whole-heartedly support each other on in the years to

harmed, while simultaneously expectations as far as “duties” also grew. Herewith the

come.

mechanisms of redistribution that have served the principles of solidarity and social
justice got hindered.

3

For social democracy this presents a double folded challenge. First of all, as an

How to resuscitate European values and ensure that their
progressive interpretation is a mainstream?

ideology based on communitarian values it has to find the way to translate them into
meaningful concepts that can become the fabric of the society in 21st century. They

must appear tangible again and become arguments for both politics and economy.

One of the significant impacts of the global crisis has been its influence on

Only then social democracy will manage to liberate itself from popular confusions

the societal processes. Even though they were observed already in the 1990s,

that lead to considering for instance socialists’ solidarity and charity as synonyms.

fragmentation

and individualisation rapidly advanced while the predicament

Secondly, while reflecting on values, social democrats have to elevate them onto the

hit. It brought on one hand societal polarisation, which remains connected with

European level. The fact that understanding values is still anchored so much within the

diversification of the labour market (“lovely and lousy jobs” phenomenon) and

national contexts means that their understanding may differ from country to country.

disproportional accumulation of wealth by small groups on the “top” (so called “1%”).

The argument is not against this perfectly understandable anthropological pluralism

The fact that the burden of the crisis lays disproportionally on the shoulders of the

of the movement, but rather in favour of reaching coherence on the meaning of those

groups in the lower and middle parts of the societal pyramid, increases their feeling

values in the European context.

of suffering a great social injustice. Lack of opportunities, stagnation of social mobility

This is a major challenge, especially as the European Union is often

and uncertainty as far as further potential developments are concerned, cause further

described as a Community based on values. The guiding principles are recalled

anxieties of individuals. Their focus is more and more their individual survival.

in all the treaties, and they are notions that social democracy identifies itself with

This induces a shift in what people hold important. Together with the erosion

traditionally. Even, if the sad truth is that the spirit of peace and solidarity that had

of a society, the communitarian values fade away giving space for individualistic ones.

united the post-War generation is long gone and there is a political an ethical vacuum

These predetermine individuals’ respective aspirations, attitudes and approaches

as far as ethical binder of the integration processes is concerned. The challenge is

towards others. Concentrated on securing own safe existence, people feel little

therefore to ensure that these values become alive again within a society and that

association with the community they live in. Herewith solidarity that used to unite

a common, progressive interpretation of those values becomes the mainstream

individuals into a society weakens.

narrative in Europe. Theoretically it may appear easy to achieve, although giving

The continuing erosion of the traditional, national societies is also connected

primacy to communitarian (societal) values in times of austerity is a difficult task.
11
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Especially that these gloomy times also additionally exposed differences among social

being questioned by many), will face a long stagnation period. This means that

democrats from different countries. Furthermore, until very recently all the pan-

the signature centre-left idea for the European Integration, which should translate

European programmes focused on policies and institutions and not on a vision for

economic growth into improvement of living and working conditions, faces a hard test

a European society as such. The idea of a next social contract could act as a bridge

of confrontation with reality at hand.

towards such a next step, which is desperately needed.

As austerity measures have escalated across Europe, the centre-left has

argued for two notable alternatives. The first one has been about finding the new

4

How to make progress meaningful and put it at the heart
of an agenda for European prosperity?

ways of generating growth. The second one has been about defending the European
Social Model. Both are mutually related – as the research shows that there can be
no recovery, as long as there is no effective redistribution mechanism in place and
inequalities in society persist and grow. The problem with this message, even if it

Historically, European integration appeared as a promise of peace and

is genuinely appropriate, is double folded. On one hand, social democrats are not

sustainability. To begin with, it translated into the enhanced economic integration.

coming across as the political party that leads in terms of economy. It is unfair, but

By efforts of generations of European-engaged social democrats it has evolved towards

it is conservatives (and partially liberals), who are in the public opinion perceived as

more of a Social Europe, which would add to the economic both social and political

those, who can gear economic boom through their free competition philosophy. The

(civic) dimensions. The Treaty of Maastricht is most naturally considered fundamental

social democrats same time are lacking somewhat credibility in economics. They are

on the way to reaching these objectives.

rather tangled with social questions and redistribution practices, which nowadays are

This considerable evolution faded away the initial scepticism of some of

under criticism and first in line to get an austeritarian fashion haircut. On the other

the sister parties, who had previously detested the integration process because they

hand, the European Social Model still remains rather an ethical construction of loosely

considered it a treacherous, market driven way to capitalism. In the 1990s all parties

interpreted principles than an actual reference point for the European population.

finally gave into the pro-Europeanism and it has become a silent, diplomatic pact that

Naturally, it is a fundamental point that having it in regard is what makes Europe

the shades of this attitude remain only a secondary concern. The illustration of it is

unique – but with social policy degradation in respective countries in parallel, this

disappearance of disclaimers in the social democratic documents on the European

appeal also suffers a number of deficiencies.

level, which in the footnotes would inform about objections of different parties to

The way out is to present an alternative scenario, that would not be crises-

that or another part of the respective documents. As consent to capitalism, also this

management focused, but would show the perspective for beyond the predicament.

approval for the EU as such is a relatively recent feature.

Surprisingly enough even though Europe is usually criticised for providing the

Therefore the contemporary crisis presents such a grave defy for social

strategies that are too-long term and hence bridge beyond the horizon of people’s

democracy. With the nature of economy so clearly changed, the question remains

concerns at hand, this particular time it fails to frame one. The vision, which in a

what the drive of the European integration is in fact nowadays. Different predictions

previous chapter was called a next social contract, shall retrieve the very purpose of

foresee that the EU, once it survives the worst (and even that survival is currently

the European integration and show that it is still about the progress in solidarity. Even
13
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if that is the case, that the parameters and hence evaluation criteria of this progress
have changed.

The challenge is therefore for the centre left is therefore to generate enough

political commitment within the family to ensure that progress is both centre-left
and European; and is welcomed by citizens. The task is not easy because of two
reasons. Firstly, the crisis hit countries in different manner and the discrepancies

among them grew out of proportion. It is no longer two- speed, but a multi-speed
reverse moving Europe. As stipulated before, the sense of solidarity among the
people has also been dramatically weakened and social democrats would really need

to be ready to challenge their societies profoundly to gear the strategy described
above. Secondly, the last pledge of social democrats of this magnitude was the Lisbon
Strategy.

This proposal has been a reason for pride in times that are sentimentally

recalled as those golden days, when social democrats held a majority in the European

Council (hence led most of the EU governments). The criticism on that is not only
that it was too much based on voluntary cooperation (which was envisaged by the

Open Method of Coordination). But also that it introduced the notion of a knowledge
based economy, which transformed itself into an elitist proposal. The exclusiveness

Winning for Real: 10 fundamental challenges

How to frame the labour debate and put Europe back to
work?

Socialists have developed their mission responding to a need for a political

representation of the working class in its dealings with capitalism. Its core mission
was to fight for improvement of the living and working conditions of workers. This
historical call finds itself undermined nowadays because of several reasons. First of
all, the Marxist theory of social classes is no longer underpinning contemporary social
structure. It is both due to the dissolving of what used to be seen as working class,
as also secondary to that lack of self-identification of its potential members with that
description. Social democracy, while successfully achieving a number of its historical
goals, among them liberation and emancipation of the working class, has become
a victim of its own success herewith. Its profound question is therefore whom it
represents and hence how it finds a core message that would unite diverse societal
groups.

Secondly, the pre-crisis labour market has been evolving, which processes

have been mutually co-dependent on the societal evolution sensu largo. Technological
progress brought about changes, which favoured the high-skilled employees,

is connected with the fact that with the parallel technological evolution, people with

decreasing demand for medium-skilled ones and pushing the low-skilled workers into

talents related to mastering high-level skills were carried on its waves. Similarly,

precarious positions. This process has already been described above as polarisation of

people with a lower education level were left out. The disproportional discrepancies

society. Furthermore, it brought about also new social risks, which were not balanced

that this progress brought about are associated with the growing polarisation of the

by adequate provision of the traditionally conceptualised welfare states. At the same

labour market and hence also society. As originating from that resentment to change is

time, the work circumstances have changed, having an effect on dissolving working

furthermore enhanced by crisis-connected anxieties, centre-left shall acutely rethink

communities and obliteration of the collective values. The perception of a job being

its message of progress and find new ways of binding that to values of solidarity and

an occupation that brings financial means for one’s existence rather than a mission of

equality, as also to the principle of prosperity for all across the continent.

contributing to societal progress through a common effort and individual development
has become a prevailing attitude.
Thirdly, with the growing crisis, many people find themselves redundant.
Growing figures of unemployment, especially among young people, have enhanced
15
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the feeling of anxiety. The current generation started resigning themselves to believe

European labour market. Not to mention, the lack of capacity to challenge stereotypes

that they will be the first ones after the Second World War to be worse-off than their

(such as cheap-rate Polish Plumber or Lazy Greek) that are currently corroding labour

predecessors. The gloomy picture was further darkened with dichotomy between the

solidarity in Europe.

anger of those, who preserved their work places and feel abused while contributing to

Thirdly and finally, social democrats must show that while redefining labour,

sustaining the inactive ones (known popularly as the squeezed middle phenomena);

they are able to anticipate on both traditional and new social risks. The welfare

and the disillusion of those, who do not find ways to (re-)enter the labour market.

provisions are traditionally a core element, however the centre-left must also focus

Both sides feel that the principle of social justice has become violated, as remaining in

on pre-distribution and distribution of the economy. This is absolutely essential to

a community seems to mean further deterioration of the conditions for all.

both ensure a truly egalitarian labour market, as also to rescue the welfare state

Those questions are still primarily perceived in the relation to the

notion by reconceptualising it into a modern European Social Model. With the free

national level. The discourse is still about young unemployed people in Spain or

movement of labour, this is a good opportunity to define what the next social contract

the growing number of retired workers in Italy. The European attitude of common

in Europe is about as far as public sphere and public services provision are concerned.

responsibility for the situation that occurs in the different segments of the ultimately

Remembering that this particular question was the first grand dichotomy between

common labour market is missing.

the social democrats from “old 15” and “new 10 (12)” member states, one can only

The challenge of social democracy is therefore to retrieve an ethical sense

assume that reaching a common conclusion in the aftermath of the crisis may only

of labour as a contribution to a society and a tool of emancipation for individuals,

prove more difficult. Without it, however, social democrats can hardly expect that

while elevating this new concept into a pan-European scale that a common

people would believe that a promise of decent work, decent life is nothing more than

labour market demands. There are several difficulties with this task. Firstly, as

a lovely promise.

already discussed before, social democratic parties operate still primarily within the
national electoral contexts. They consider their constituencies, which impose certain

limitations in formulating agendas. The understanding here should be that it is
about integrity and complexity, where all levels (European and national) have to be
coherent. It is not about replacing one with another.

6

How to legitimise the welfare state concept and empower the
European Social Model?

Secondly, because of different traditions of the national contexts there are

Though at the initial stage of the crisis a handful of social democrats cherished

also different ideas about what constitutes an egalitarian labour market. This means

the thought that the predicament would disqualify neo-liberalism, it became more

that there are many positions within the movement as far as social dialogue, retirement

the case that the progressive agenda found itself under the pressure. The welfare

age or workers’ benefits are concerned. Exemplification of that are the discussions

state was attacked most ruthlessly, both in terms of rhetoric and in terms of austerity

on minimum income, which are now diplomatically replaced by regrettably more

measures. Progressives found themselves vulnerable to those insults, on one hand

ambiguous terms to accommodate all. The more general social democrats will be,

trying to defend the institution of the public social policies, and on the other fully

the less influence they will have in shaping together the future of an already existing

realising that their provisions are inadequate and do not match the needs of the
17
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society of the 21st century.

that was introduced by the EU last year is just a small step and it is not matched with

Many critical observations concerning the welfare state echo the earlier

the regulations on parental leave it is hardly a mechanism for modernising society.

arguments that were brought up in the 1990s and further more developed on the

In the current circumstances, it is not only in the interest of all to enable women

fringe of ideas such as active (enabling) state and social investment pact. These

continuous involvement in the labour market in order to reach recovery. But it is also

proposals promote a philosophy that a welfare system of a new generation shall

a fact, that nowadays a family household requires two incomes in order to properly

be an emancipator tool, enabling all to find their space in a society and thrive in

sustain themselves – which creates a situation that becomes even more rigid with the

the new century. The discrepancies in evaluation of those ideas are about how far

decreasing value of salaries and ongoing detachments between real economy and

these policies are a guarantee that not expanded, secondary to its social safety net

finances.

is necessary to deal with unsuccessful cases. Both sides have valid points; however

Inadequate delivery of care induces a situation in which individuals look

the crisis made both approaches questionable. The advocates of the primacy of the

for alternative arrangements. A shocking and terrifying example of that is the issue

welfare state seen as a correctional, redistributive mechanism face criticism that

that a lot of domestic work is now being undertaken outside of the scope of formal

the system is old-fashioned, unsustainable and does not accommodate needs

economy, which leads to creation of jobs that are frequently not regulated by any

that for instance ageing population has. The spokespersons of the social investment

contract and hence not providing workers in question with any protection. The group

strategy are being questioned on its effectiveness, taking into account that with all

that sadly falls into a trap of such set ups are women from migrant backgrounds,

the problems connected with the labour market (that have already been elaborated

of which thousands are currently working illegally across the globe. Often they are

on previously), the social mobility opportunities decline and hence its effect is very

subjected to the most gruesome treatment, living a life that has very little to do with

weak, if there is one at all.

dignity. This issue is not yet seen in the context of the deficiencies of the welfare state

The debate on adequacy and sustainability connects with the fact that a

with its inadequate provisions and the scale of it is often underestimated.

welfare state shall embody a social contract that is desired and applicable for a society,

There are many more examples that could be quoted from several

by which and for which it was designed. The current provisions fail to do so. The fact

dimensions (from education, through health care to pensions) to emphasise the point

that the majority of women are professionally active on the labour market has not

on inadequacy of contemporary solutions. The sense of describing any of them is

been met with adjustment in the sphere of care-taking. It is especially relevant in

however not to offer ammunition to conservatives and liberals, but to show that social

circumstances, in which within the ageing society the life expectancy becomes longer

democrats in Europe face a challenge to defend the welfare state concept against

and there is a growing need for care provision. Stereotypically, this was expected to

the logic of austerity and at the same time ensure the design of it is restructured

be fulfilled by women of the younger generation – but their full-time commitment to

to meet the challenges of a society of the 21st century. The need for a common

work on one hand, and a demand for more specialised care makes it an unrealistic

response overgrows the defence of the European Social Model as an ideal to be

claim. Remaining with the example of working women, there is not enough progress

preserved. This is the time for common solutions, and taking into account diversity

concerning parental leave regulations and child care provision to enable them to be

of respective national social models and fear of some countries that any unification

able to really freely advance with family planning. The prolongation of maternity leave

will translate into deterioration of their achievements; this will not be an easy thing
19
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life, which seem to have apparently failed them. This is why the traditional political

There are many arguments that could support the thesis above. The

parties are ageing and not attracting young people either to become members

fundamental two are as follows. The first one is that without welfare state, there are

or voters. In fact, the paradox of the situation is that though the society has been

no other mechanisms in place to deal with the post-crisis imbalances. As research

eroded by numerous processes; the case of youth unemployment is perhaps the

shows, equality is essential for any economic recovery. The second one is that lack

very unique matter that still gears a certain feeling of solidarity and perhaps the only

of adequate provision make people question the sense of the contribution they

contemporary example of an issue where intergenerational solidarity has not lost its

make through their taxes. This is especially if the taxes on income are disproportionally

mobilising powers.

higher than taxes on for instance financial transactions. It makes them question the

The attempts to deal with the situation are most of all echoing the previous

state and its role, and by extension also other institutional settings such as the EU.

youth strategies that were designed on the European level. They are focused on

There can be no serious debate on the future of any fiscal Union therefore, if the

guaranteeing that every young person in Europe finds a job within half a year. The

question of a realistic, tangible and adequate ESM is not solved.

enabling incentives vary from subventions to the companies, who would agree to
create new work places to the additional apprentices and trainings. These are very

7

important crisis-management mechanisms, but though they certainly will help young

How to make social democracy, and Europe, projects for the
young generation ?

The impact of the crisis is especially severe on young people. The fact that
it narrowed life opportunities for all, having transformed the labour market and

people in need, they are still not a sufficient measure to properly heal the situation.
Especially that it speaks about the group of young people as a relatively homogenous
one – which is absolutely not the case within the European society. Examples of that
are differences in life opportunities that exist between youngsters from indigenous
and migrant populations.

having undermined the welfare systems, meant that the young generation have

An additional difficulty is that all these tools are being anchored in

been deprived from chances to decide upon their future and the ability to make the

existing, partially outdated ways of looking at both education and skills, knowledge

best out of it. Emancipation through education and professional career has became

and competences. It focuses far too extensively on the group of young people, who

limited. The family background is significant and nowadays determines more than

have completed their learning at the top or middle level, as these are individuals who

ever success at school and in getting a job for young people. The youth unemployment

are most frequently referred to as a ‘lost potential’. It overlooks however a growing

figures grow on unprecedented scale translating into desperation of more than a half

number of youngsters dropping out of school too early, who, due to various reasons

of this younger generation.

cannot find their place within the formal education system and by extension their

The gloomy reality that young people find themselves in has a significant

path to becoming actively contributing members of a society. Another group, which

influence on the way they think about the state, social contract and politics in general.

is not being considered, are young school dropouts and people that are (functionally)

The gravity of hopelessness makes them feel disenchanted and abandoned. This

illiterate – which is particularly frightening in the era of IT and facilitated transfer of

translates into resignation and consequently withdrawal from an organised political

information via the internet.
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With the growing interdependencies among the countries and proceeding

integration of the European labour market, it seems very paradoxical that the people
in difficulty find themselves more and more abandoned – not only within their own

societies, but in the context of Europe as such. Especially for the younger generation
there seems to be no real promise of a prosperous future – and since they do not

remember the times from before the EU (EEC) was established, the promises that it
carries appear most vague for them. For the new generation peace in Europe seems

evident, yet not much hope is seen in the integration process as far as ensuring wealth
is concerned. Looking from their perspective, the EU may seem to be experiencing an
issueageing itself.

Therefore the challenge for social democracy is to show that both social

democracy and Europe are projects with a future – that they both aim at fulfilling
a greater mission of progress and prosperity for all. What is needed therefore is

a complex and integral vision for a European society, in which all generations

have their place and the transfers of individuals between different stages of life
(education, labour, and pensions) are part of a communitarian life. Developing this
vision will require shift in thinking – from an institutionalistic approach of providing
guidelines into societal oriented approach. It shall aim at ensuring that Social Europe
is not an empty package, but a feasible promise for a better, fairer society.

This is a very complex task. On one hand, taking into account that there
are so many areas of the EU politics that are children and youth related and remain

still safeguarded as the competences of the respective national states. On the other

hand, also the circumstances of the crisis placed social democracy in a position to
have to defend the European Social Model rather than in a situation in which it
could develop and propose new politics. With a greater involvement in discussions
connected to retirement age and care services provision at EU level, progressives may
have perhaps come across as less devoted to matters that are at the heart of

the younger generation. This has to change, for the sake of the future of the young
people, as also for the sake of European and social democratic projects.

8

Winning for Real: 10 fundamental challenges

How to politicise Europe and bring sense to European political
cooperation ?

The questions connected with the European Union have been perceived

regrettably as “foreign affairs”. It has been the case for: political organisations (who
have been letting specialised departments “take care” of “this portfolio”); media (who
have been reporting on the EU mostly during the summits or regarding decisions that
“were taken in Brussels”); and also society (for whom “Brussels” remained foreign
and distant). Despite the fact that integration progressed, the feeling of unity and selfidentification did not grow in parallel. Indeed, people may feel European, however
hardly the European Union’s citizens.
The complexity and longevity of the political processes on the EU level

has not been helpful to change this situation. Any initiative requires vast rounds
of internal consultations within the labyrinth of the European Institutions. Then it
also necessitates a broader compromise to be accepted, which needs to be reached
on the fringe of multiple constituencies that the actors represent. Because politics
is organised in two strands (federal and intergovernmental), there is always a play
possible between what can be considered overall European interests and the
particular national interests. The end product usually comes much later than when it
announced for, and it often envisages a long term process (that goes beyond people’s
imagination and interest). Paradoxically also, in the last years, many decisions have
been subject to severe criticism as offering too detailed solutions to too small things –
without actually reiterating the overall sense of European integration.
This set up creates a certain difficulty for any political family operating on

the EU level. On one hand, until now, all the pro-European movements have been
busy defending the process of integration. This means that the dichotomy on the EU
political scene and sub-scenes on the national level was a bit like an old black and
white movie. There was no longer a space for political colouring and making herewith
a distinction on what sort of integration is wished for. Furthermore, the approach
23
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carried on a guilt of assessment that “people do not know about the EU, so they

higher degree of consolidation. The europarties may campaign during the European

firstly need to be informed”. This teachers’ approach has proven not only ineffective,

elections on the national level; there should be an enhanced politicised pan-European

but also misplaced – the level of knowledge of people about the European affairs

debate thanks to the political foundations; and also there are expectations for the

perhaps does not go into detail, but it is not the awareness that politicians should

largest group in the European Parliament to be able to nominate the President of

be worried about. It is rather the fact that there has been no intellectual framework

the European Commission. These are favourable circumstances, that especially social

developed yet, that would enhance the European public sphere, allowing all to grasp

democrats should be in a position to use.

differences between any national and European level politics. The EU institutions

If before the crisis there had been complaints that Europe did not have a face

and actors are still being developed (and hence judged) accordingly to the national

or a telephone number to call, the Europe in the aftermath of the crisis has the face

images of parliament, government, parties, votes etc. - which twists the picture. The

of Angela Merkel and the red line in Berlin. This is a very dangerous development,

europarties, to give an example, occupy a different space and fulfil different functions

which can induce further retreats towards more nationalism. The way to combat it is

in the EU institutional system than the parties on the EU level – and hence for instance

to arrive from the pan-European angle with a pan-European vision that is politically

the expectations towards the shape and scope of their campaigns should be altered

distinctive. The challenge for social democrats is, on one hand to create a political

accordingly.

proposal that will be tangible, carry its signature and hence will show that

The situation is changing as a result of the crisis and it is a responsibility

another political direction for Europe is possible. On the other hand, it also needs to

of the respective political families to anticipate on the nature of those evolutions.

ensure that there is an internal consolidation of the movement that goes beyond the

Readiness to do that will require further consolidation of these families (europarties)

level of symbolic accords. There must be therefore more commitment to political

– and it is likely to be further imposed. There are three reasons to believe that it is

cooperation on the European level, there must be a stronger support for the PES

going to be the case.

and a higher degree of responsibility of transmitting the decisions taken within

First of all, Europe and Europe’s future entered the national electoral

it onto the national level. This should be the case both in times when member parties

campaign in countries like France and the Netherlands. Attitudes towards them

remain in government and in the opposition. Full Europeanisation must follow and

became a decisive factors for the electorates in deciding upon their votes. This shall

the most difficult debates must be brought on the table. Yes, the differences may be

resonate towards the EU level. Secondly, the new dichotomies are arising. The well

exposed – as only then the movement can appear pluralistic and hence open. And

known divisions between old and new member states; the small and big – are now

people will respond, if social democrats stop telling a European fairy tale and start

overshadowed with the dichotomy between the euro and non-euro ones. With these

talking in terms of political battle for their beliefs on all levels – from European to

different divisions the intergovernmental level is likely to be ever more fragmented,

communitarian ones. A provocative and promising vision, a consolidated strategy and

possibly giving a space to the federal level to advance. If national parties wish to

a full commitment of all - only then the disaster of 2009 will not be repeated.

strengthen their say and sustain that for longer within such a complex constellation,
they in fact should unite more under the political banners. Last but not least, the
provisions of the Lisbon Treaty that envisage a couple of elements that will induce a
25
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How to overcome the democratic crisis and enable citizens’
ownership of the EU integration ?

The introduction of direct elections to the European Parliament in 1979 was
the moment, when politicians operating on the European Community level took a

deep breath of relief. Herewith the fundamental revolution was happening – and it
seemed as if the major step towards ensuring European democracy was made. Despite

the grand hopes, the turnout in those elections has been consequently declining –
starting from over 60% and reaching a little more than 40% in 2009.

The falling numbers on one hand, and the negative results in the referenda

on the Treaty establishing the Constitution for the EU in 2005 on the other – are two
elements which have been considered as reasons to announce the democratic crisis

of the EU. Effectively, they have also been topped up with further worrying signals.

Among them was the fact that the European Parliament elected in 2009 was the
most fragmented in its history and with the highest degree of representatives

of radical, anti-European parties. Even though the diagnose is correct, it would seem

that the rationale presented was impoverished by a general tendency of looking at
citizenship exclusively through a prism of electoral turnout.

Winning for Real: 10 fundamental challenges

what sort of reforms are needed to implement it.
As for the national level, with questions which arose around politics and its

sense, there have been several changes observed in forms of citizens’ involvement.
With emergence of professional politics, the role of activists has changed – which
evolution was paired by their changed expectations. In the era of IT, the parties
stopped being the reference point as far as obtaining information is concerned. With
vanishing interest in the inter-party education, their role is weakened and this is
also with regards to socialisation. They do not help tame individualism in a society,
as also the relations among the party members became more formalised and hence
undermined as far as feelings of solidarity or mutual responsibility for one another are
concerned. The conclusion here is that a new formula for organising social democracy
is required and this will require liberating the movement from the cosy entrapment of
the still self-preserving, but already stagnating institutional set up.
In addition there is a doubt if politics can really make a difference (this issue

was extensively elaborated on already in earlier sections). This is where promoted
political determinism, connected firstly with the processes of globalisation and
secondly with the crisis, seems to have been extremely damaging. And this perhaps,
adding to the question of resistance of the citizens in voting and decline of the political

The democratic crisis of the European Union is anchored on one side

parties, is the most eminent feature of the contemporary democratic crisis. The idea,

in the global democratic crisis, and on the other echoes the developments from the

which has been widely repeated by many, that there is no possibility to elaborate an

national level. As far as the global one is concerned, the institutional architecture on

alternative, is fundamentally hindering democracy with suggestions that there is no

global and on the EU level seriously lacks mechanisms of civic control, that would

space for anyone to make any choice.

ensure that all the decisions are being taken in a transparent way and that they

Social democracy belongs to so called “traditional parties” and hence the

enjoy full legitimacy of the citizenry. This is a serious deficiency. Especially that in the

described above evolution of the partisan reality has also been its share. Firstly, it

light of crisis politicians rushed to blame global financial markets as unsupervised

managed to earn a recognition as a part of the respective national political systems,

and uncontrollable, without in fact looking at their own backyard. The lesson is

having substantially contributed to their development. It has itself a proud tradition

that democracy is a transversal idea, a model of governance and a process. In the

that it has been building. Unfortunately, in the times of resentment towards politics

crisis aftermath it is crucial to show how a democratic principle can be applied in all

this stopped playing a truly ennobling and hence empowering role. Secondly, it also

different the dimensions (from political, through socio-economic to financial one) and

fall into the political determinism – which in this case has been further enhanced by
27
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an ambition to defend its historical achievements. Thirdly, it did not anticipate on the

reappear on such occasions. Objectively succeeding in different elections and

societal changes which would reform its structures. Hence also the falling numbers of

returning to respective public offices has been encouraging to think that the problems

members, extinction of some of its traditional alliances and loss of its character as a

are being solved. Nevertheless, there seems to be still this annoying query – so what

movement.

about the profound need to renew? What with all the great societal questions? What

Therefore the challenge for social democracy is to find ways to overcome

the democratic crisis on all its dimensions (here especially in the context of the

is the path forward that would reach beyond the horizon sketched by the end of the
current parliamentary term?

European Union), while successfully modernising its own structures and reengaging

A return to governance should not be confused with a return to power.

with citizens again. The reformed, pan-European progressive movement has to

Contemporary elections appear to be primarily about dismissing those, who failed

abide by the principles of openness and pluralism, focused on attracting citizens to

during the crisis’s pick and herewith offering the license to govern to their opponents.

a political conversation and not on preaching at or teaching them. The contemporary

This management can surely be correctly performed by political organisations with

century is an era of informed citizens, which is why social democrats should drop

a long history and tradition. But the ambition should surely be greater – namely to

the idea that “people do not vote, because they do not know”. In the context of the

bring sense to contemporary politics, to use it as a tool to pave the way to a better

European Union and campaigning on it, it is more political will that is still missing to

and fairer society.

truly open up and be ready to both challenge and be challenged.

The crisis has proven that not only there can be no return to business as

Nevertheless, it is evident that only a deliberative process, that empowers

usual, yet there is still much scepticism as far as believing that there can be a political

people to commonly shape an alternative, will ensure their support for it and a shared

alternative formulated. These reservations should be challenged – not only in the

responsibility of both the party and citizens for its successful implementation. Only

name of social democracy, but above all in the name of all the citizens, who have been

through dialogue and mobilisation a politicised vision for the future of Europe can

battling every day with disastrous effects of financial capitalism. Once again therefore,

be adequately shaped and consequently promoted. Especially, that there are already

progressives shall cherish that they have been entrusted a certain hope – and this

several successful practices at hand, that the sister parties can learn from one another.

political gain is more relevant than being re-established in office.

For instance, the success of the primaries organised by the PS in France has become
already legendary.

There is a need for a new criteria to evaluate politics. For social democrats,

they should be anchored in the re-installed communitarian values – which should
provide integrity to their collective pledge of a new social deal. In proposing one,

10
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they have to gain a better and more complex understanding of the societal evolution.

How to Win for Real ?

These recent months, the feeling that the worst is over has been comforting

Anticipating on a society they seek to create in the 21st century, they shall liberate
themselves from sentimental positions of defence and have courage to look beyond
what is known and what perhaps worked once. Preserving the tradition works best,
only if it proves to be an inspiration in a search for new, courageous ideas.

progressives across the continent. It seem to have been somewhat back to normal,

Therefore also social democracy must retrieve its spirit of being constantly

ridiculing yet again the theories about the death of social democracy, which always

evolving movement. Only when progressives anticipate on new developments, they
29
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will be able to show that there is an alternative path and hence ensure that at any given

means that social democracy needs to make a real difference.

moment citizens enjoy a possibility to democratically determine their future. With an

Nowadays it is often sentimentally repeated by progressives: “there was a

overall crisis of democracy at hand, it is crucial that social democracy finds therefore

time at the beginning of the century, when we were in the majority of governments in

new ways to readjust its formula to a critical, often disenchanted, but informed citizen.

Europe...” Hopefully such a power can be invested in the centre left again and there

Hence the parties must reinvent themselves as ideologically coherent, but pluralistic

are reasons to believe it will occur. Nevertheless, even a greater hope is that a decade

and open organisations. Only then it can reach a position of devising new strategy is

later from the moment it happens again, one shall be able to complete the sentence

for building progressive majorities in the fragmented societies of nowadays.

above in a following manner: “there was a time, when we were in the majority of the

Last but not least, Europe entered national politics. The crisis induced its
presence and the voters demanded a clear standpoint on the questions related to its

governments in Europe – we won for taking a real chance and shaping Europe so that
it is a better and fairer place, equipped to serve people in the 21st century...”

future. This is not a temporary feature. With all the interdependencies created through
the integration process, it is more than likely that not only existential questions (such
as “will Europe survive”), but also more detailed ones (what the vision for its future
and consequently the shape of its envisaged policies are) will persist being present
in the political debates and social discourse. This poses a challenge, which social
democrats can certainly face once they build on their tradition of a pan-European
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cooperation. The europeanisation process will however require more consolidation
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among the parties in building a common, politically distinctive vision. It is likely to
be a difficult process, since so many policies and the parties themselves are in
such a great extend trapped in the national policy context. Nevertheless it
seems necessary, especially that the pressing question is no longer “for or against
Europe”, but for “what Europe”. And this answer is owed to the citizens integrated in
an economic union, a common labour market and an overreaching European Social
Model.
The challenge for social democracy is therefore to find courage to embark
on those missions. Especially that in times, when people are so anxious about their
future and they are afraid of change, proposing a fundamentally new narrative may
of course prove risky and difficult. Nevertheless, the timid hopes reinvested in social
democracy slowly should indicate that there is a window of opportunity, perhaps
even a historical one to finally break through neo-liberal political determinism. This

This pamphlet is based on the research that was concluded
within the FEPS Next Left Research Programme in years 2009 2012, and primarily draws from 3 studies by the same author:
“Core Values of Social Democracy. A comparative analysis of the
PES member parties’ ideological statements.“ (March 2012)
“The Next Social Contract: a new Vision for European Society”
(forthcoming)
“Ideology, Politicisation and Identification. The role of Europarties
in providing citizens with a democratic choice.” (forthcoming)
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The «Next Left» Research Programme
was launched by FEPS with the support
of Renner Institut in the aftermath of the
European Elections 2009 with an aim to
provide a pan-European platform for a
debate on the state of social democracy.
Since the beginning the programme has
been chaired by Dr. Alfred Gusenbauer
(former Chancellor of Austria).
It has been developing in subsequent
				
				
phases, evolving from a critical analytical
phase, through a comparative analysis, reaching at this very point the stage in which
ambition is to provide tangible proposals on how to shape the progressive movement
and its agenda adequately for the 21st century.
Within the course of the three years of its existence, the programme has been built
upon several pillars, which ensure its interdisciplinary character and equip it with
expertise from both the European and national levels. Through high level seminars,
Focus Group and Working Group Meetings, through number of national round tables
(held in cooperation with respective national foundations), as also through the fringe
meetings at the major European political gatherings (such as respective PES Congresses
and Councils) and international ones (such as 5th Progressive Latin American Forum), the
programme attracted more than 2000 academics, politicians, experts and journalists.
Their respective inputs are reflected in diverse publications, among them: «Next Left»
Book Series (volumes 1-5).
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Publications

Vol. 1 - «Next Left – Renewing social
democracy» is the first volume of what has become a
popular series of publications. This part is specifically
devoted to analyses of the crisis (as evaluated in
the aftermath of the 2009 European Elections) and
to identifying the elements which, reviewed and
renewed, could transform social democracy into a
movement capable to shape the 21st century.

Vol. 2 - «Next Left – The Leaders’ Visions
for Europe’s Future» is the volume II of the series,
presenting a unique collection of 28 groundbreaking
speeches of progressive European leaders. Composed
of 6 chapters (“Time for a New Direction”, “Enduring
Values, Enduring Virtues”, “Breaking down NeoLiberal Myths”, “Together we are stronger”, “Jobs,
welfare and prosperity”, “Beyond the Nation State”),
the book mirrors the social democratic responses to
the world and European crisis, indicating also the
path ahead for the left.

Vol. 4 - «Progressive values for the 21st
century» is the 4th Volume of the popular “Next Left”
book series, which since 2009 features noteworthy
contributions to the pan-European debate on the
renewal of social democracy. This new Volume
represents a bold attempt of the Next Left Focus
Group to offer a progressive ideological framework
that would adequately shape the policy agenda and
our movement in modern times.
.

Vol. 5 - «Next Left: Building New Communities.
Notes from the Transatlantic Dialogue of Dialogues»
captures the leading threads of the inspiring debate
on the future of progressivism from three continents.
Being an outcome of a high level workshop, which
was held in April 2012 at Harvard Law School and
which marks the establishment of cooperation
between FEPS, Renner Institut and IGLP – Institute for
Global Law and Policy of HLS, this book constitutes an
important reading for all those seeking a progressive
alternative worldwide.

Vol. 3 - «Towards a new strategy», constitutes
the 3rd Volume of the “Next Left” Books’ Series.
Presenting a handful of stimulating ideas, this book
part represents a decisive shift of the focus: from
critical analyses of the crisis of social democracy to
a proposal on what it could become in order to be a
leading political force in the 21st century.
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